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Against them Mussolini tried to revive fascism £ of the first
hour3 with its ' republican trend \ the c old ' fascists
against the new.
c We are faced with the trouble that destroyed the
P.U.S. in November 1919,' he wrote on May 25. ' Under
the surface of fascism lurks the cc illustrious cowardice "
of those who were afraid both of the others1 and of
ourselves ; fascism is being used as a mask for the selfish-
ness and greed which rebel at the spirit of national
conciliation, and there are many who have used fascist
prestige and violence to further their own miserable ends,
or who have employed violence for its own sake and not
for the ends for which we planned it.'
He ended his article with an appeal : c Fascists on the eve
of power, fascists of action, defend fascism ! '
Two days later the Popolo d* Italia came out with the
headline : c Fascists throughout Italy, go forward along the
old road, against all dissension.' On May 29 he threatened
to put up a new target : c Why should not fascism, having
fired to the left, take a shot at its enemies on the right ? *
He insisted at the same time that thefasci should not disarm,
but should perfect the organization of their action squads.
When the socialist parliamentary group announced its
intention of asking the new Chamber for an inquiry into
fascist violence, Mussolini threatened a march on Rome to
prevent it: e From now on the fasci of Latium, Umbria,
Abruzzi, Tuscany and Campagna are morally obliged to
concentrate on Rome at the first call from the leaders of our
movement.' An armed mobilization against a parliamentary
inquiry—such was the situation in Italy in the middle of 1921.
To attain power, Mussolini wanted to be able to draw
on both legal and illegal resources. On the one hand he
had to keep in with the fascist masses, the squadristi. These
must not suspect too soon that fascism was being c parlia-
mentarized 3. For this reason fascist deputies drove the
communist deputy Misiano out of the Chamber at the
point of their revolvers, without, incidentally, provoking any
retaliation. In June and July there was a fresh agitation
1 i.e. the socialists.

